PRE-SCHOOL GUIDELINES – PreK 2 – KINDERGARTEN
ITEM
DAILY

GIRLS
Casual comfortable play clothes
that are weather appropriate
including socks and closed toe
shoes

BOYS
Casual comfortable play clothes
that are weather appropriate
including socks and closed toe
shoes

Girls who wear dresses should
wear shorts underneath

Boots, cleats, Crocs and sandals
should not be worn for safety
reasons

Boots, clogs/mules, cleats, Crocs,
and sandals should not be worn
for safety reasons

No sunglasses, umbrellas or hats

No sunglasses, umbrellas or hats

Spring Picture Day

Dressy clothes

Dressy clothes

1st – 4th GRADE UNIFORM GUIDELINES
Grades 1st – 4th uniforms must be purchased through Natasha Mir by calling 337-304-5212 or
email: delfy95@gmail.com unless otherwise indicated by the asterisk *.
Alternate uniform supplier is Land’s End using our school identification number:
900130733
ITEM
DAILY UNIFORM
*Required for Church days

GIRLS
*Maroon and gray plaid jumper
with white blouse with a Peter Pan
collar. Solid maroon or navy knit
pull-on shorts underneath or skirt
with pull on shorts
OR
Maroon and gray plaid skort worn
with maroon or navy polo with
Bishop Noland Episcopal Day
School embroidery on left chest.

BOYS
Artic gray Chino pants
OR
Artic gray walking shorts worn
with a belt and a maroon polo
embroidered crest on left chest
All pants and shorts must have belt
loops and belts must be worn at all
times

Uniform length is no more than 3
inches above the knee
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DRESS UNIFORM

Maroon and gray plaid jumper
with short or long sleeve white
blouse with a Peter Pan Collar.
Solid maroon knit pull-on shorts
underneath

Gray long pants worn with a belt
and a maroon polo with crest

SHOES and SOCKS

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

White, maroon, black, navy, or
gray knee, crew, quarter, or ankle
socks

White, maroon, black, navy, or
gray knee, crew, quarter, or ankle
socks

Tights may be worn in cold
weather in solid colors of white,
gray, black, navy, or maroon

N/A

COLD WEATHER WEAR

Leggings are not allowed
OUTERWEAR

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

Crew sweatshirt with EDS Eagles
screen print

Crew sweatshirt with EDS Eagles
screen print

BELTS

N/A

Black, brown, gray, navy or
cordovan

Jewelry

Small post style earrings in
pierced ears

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt

Grades 3 through 6 may wear an
analog watch, non-smart

Grades 3 through 6 may wear an
analog watch, non-smart
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Bracelets are not allowed
Hair

Generally, should not cover the
eyes, or styled in a distracting way

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .
Ribbons, bands, ponytail holders
and other ornaments must be
compatible with uniforms
Makeup

Not allowed

Not allowed

Casual Clothes Days

T-shirts with shorts of appropriate
length, jeans or capris

T-shirts with shorts of appropriate
length, or jeans

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or
bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or
bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

Dates will be announced

Dates will be announced

Spirit T-Shirt Day with shorts of
appropriate length, jeans or capris

Spirit T-Shirt Day with shorts of
appropriate length, or jeans

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with shorts of appropriate length,
jeans or capris

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with shorts of appropriate length,
or jeans

The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

Dressy clothes or uniforms

Dressy clothes or uniforms

Designated T-Shirt Days

Spring Picture Day
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5th – 8th UNIFORM GUIDELINES
Grades 5th – 8th uniforms can be purchased through Natasha Mir by calling 337-304-5212 or
email: delfy95@gmail.com unless otherwise indicated by the asterisk *.
Alternate uniform supplier is Land’s End using our school identification number:
900130733
ITEM
DAILY UNIFORM
*Required for Church days

GIRLS
*Maroon and gray plaid skirt worn
with polo in navy or white with
Bishop Noland Episcopal Day
School embroidery on left chest.
Skirt no more than 3 inches above
the knee
OR
Solid navy knit pull-on shorts
underneath

BOYS
Charcoal gray Chino pants or
charcoal or artic gray walking
shorts with navy polo with Bishop
Noland Episcopal Day School
embroidery on left chest
All pants and shorts must have belt
loops and belts must be worn at all
times
Shirts must be tucked in

OR
Gray pencil pants or artic gray
Chino shorts
DRESS UNIFORM

Maroon and gray plaid skirt with a
white, 3/4 sleeve, princess style
blouse. It is suggested that a white
or tan camisole be worn
underneath this shirt.

Charcoal gray Chino pants worn
with a belt and a white oxford shirt
with crest on left chest are
required for the dress uniform

Solid navy knit pull-on shorts
underneath
SHOES and SOCKS

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

White, maroon, black, navy or
gray knee, crew, quarter, or ankle
socks

White, maroon, black, navy, or
gray knee, crew, quarter, or ankle
socks

Can wear Sperry Topsiders

Can wear Sperry Topsiders
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OUTERWEAR

BELTS

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

Crew sweatshirt with EDS Eagles
screen print

Crew sweatshirt with EDS Eagles
screen print

N/A

Black, brown, gray, navy or
cordovan
All Styles Acceptable

PE UNIFORM (7th-12th
grades only)

*Navy mesh athletic shorts and
gray t-shirt with school logo*

*Navy mesh athletic shorts and
gray t-shirt with school logo*

Small post style earrings in
pierced ears

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt

*Indicates items can be purchased
through Land’s End.
JEWELRY

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt
Bracelets are not allowed
HAIR

Generally should not cover the
eyes, or styled in a distracting way

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .

Hair covering are not allowed
except for religious reasons

Ribbons, bands, ponytail holders
and other ornaments must
coordinate with uniforms
Hair covering are not allowed
except for religious reasons
MAKEUP

7th – 8th grade girls only may wear
light make-up
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Fingernail polish and lipstick must
be in light pink shades or clear
only
Casual Clothes Days

Designated T-Shirt Days

T-shirt with blue jeans, uniform
skirt, capris (below the knee) or
other long pants

T-shirts with blue jeans, uniform
shorts, or khaki shorts or long
pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants are
not allowed

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or
bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or
bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

Pants cannot be ripped, have holes
or be distressed

Pants cannot be ripped, have holes
or be distressed

Dates will be announced

Dates will be announced

Spirit T-Shirt Day with blue
jeans, uniform skirt, capris (below
the knee) or other long pants

Spirit T-Shirt Day with blue
jeans, uniform shorts, or khaki
shorts or long pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants are
not allowed

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with blue jeans, uniform skirt,
capris (below the knee) or long
pants

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with blue jeans, uniform shorts, or
khaki shorts or long pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed
The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days
Spring Picture Day

Dressy clothes or uniforms
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9th – 12th UNIFORM GUIDELINES
Grades 9 – 12 uniforms must be purchased through Land’s End using our school identification
number: 900130733
ITEM
DAILY

Dress Uniform

GIRLS
White or Maroon polo with school
logo with skirt or

BOYS
White or Maroon polo with school
logo

Navy Chino shorts or pants

Navy shorts or pants

*Grey pleated skirt and cap short
sleeve white button down and tie

*White Oxford shirt and tie and
navy pants

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Athletic shoes, no high tops,
should be predominantly white,
navy, black, maroon, or gray

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

Shoe colors that coordinate with
the uniform

White, maroon, black or gray
knee, crew, quarter, or ankle socks

White, maroon, black or gray
knee, crew, quarter, or ankle socks

Can wear Sperry Topsiders

Can wear Sperry Topsiders

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

Navy cardigan sweater with crest
logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

V-neck sweater with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Fleece options with crest logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

Therma-plume jacket with logo

*Must be worn on Church days no
exceptions
Shoes and Socks

Outerwear

Crew sweatshirt with
Eagles screen print
Belts

N/A

EDS Crew sweatshirt with EDS Eagles
screen print
Black, brown, gray, navy or
cordovan
All Styles Acceptable
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PE Uniform

Navy mesh athletic shorts and Navy mesh athletic shorts and
gray t-shirt with school logo
gray t-shirt with school logo

Jewelry

Small post style earrings in
pierced ears

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt

A small chain with or without a
small cross or religious medallion
worn inside the shirt

Bracelets are not allowed
Hair

Generally should not cover the
eyes, or styled in a distracting way

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .

Hair color should be natural – not
blue, pink, etc. . .

Hair covering are not allowed
except for religious reasons

Ribbons, bands, ponytail holders
and other ornaments must
coordinate with uniforms
Hair covering are not allowed
except for religious reasons
Makeup

Girls may wear light makeup

Not allowed

Casual Clothes

T-shirt with blue jeans, uniform
skirt, capris (below the knee) or
other long pants

T-shirts with blue jeans, uniform
shorts, or khaki shorts or long
pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants are
not allowed

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or

No t-shirts or other clothing that
supports, promotes, advertises, or
advocates drug, alcohol or
cigarette use; political statements
or support of individual
candidates, advertising for other
high schools, anti-religious
culture, violence or abusive
behavior; sexual exploitation; or
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Designated T-Shirt Days

bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

bands or groups which support,
advocate or represent the same

Pants cannot be ripped, have holes
or be distressed

Pants cannot be ripped, have holes
or be distressed

Dates will be announced

Dates will be announced

Spirit T-Shirt Day with blue
jeans, uniform skirt, capris (below
the knee) or other long pants

Spirit T-Shirt Day with blue
jeans, uniform shorts, or khaki
shorts or long pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants are
not allowed

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with blue jeans, uniform skirt,
capris (below the knee) or long
pants

Auction/Carnival T-Shirt Day
with blue jeans, uniform shorts, or
khaki shorts or long pants

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants or
leggings are not allowed
The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

Athletic/Sports shorts/pants are
not allowed
The shoe policy and jewelry
policy are still in effect for casual
clothes days

We are asking parents to help enforce the uniform policy.
Noncompliance will result in disciplinary action.

PRESCHOOL SECTION
General Policies
All general policies of the school apply to the preschool as well, except as indicated in this section or
under the general policy.
The following policies and regulations may apply to preschool children (two years through kindergarten.)

Illness
A child who has a fever or is vomiting or who is contagious in any way shall not be permitted to
attend school until he/she is free of fever without fever reducing medication or free of vomiting or
on appropriate medication for 24 hours.
Children with the following illnesses or symptoms are to be excluded from school based on the potential
contagiousness of the disease. Periods may be extended beyond this depending upon individual
conditions.
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